The Moslems adopted the creed of the Jewish Christians that Jesus was no more
than a prophet at most. Yes there existed an immaculate conception. Jesus may have
been resurrected after the crucifixion, He may have ascended to
heaven. But so did Mohammad the last prophet according to Islam. But Jesus never
was or lis a son of G-d -ALLAH. THE Muslims adopted the pure monotheistic faith of
the Jews.

~uslims

also adopted many or most of the rituals of the Jew that they claim were
inde~endently revealed to Mohammad by G-d or by His angels. Muslim boys are
circumcised at age 13 the same age that Ismael -the favorite son of Abraham was
circumcised. Muslims eat only kosher animals - with the exception of the camel that
Musliths eat. but not Jews. They slaughter the animals in a similar manner as Jews.
Musliml married women seven days after they have a period dip in the ocean or a river or
ritual oath before they can resume normal sexual relations with their husband. This is
the same as Jews observe .. Other Muslim women will only shower which is not
permitted for Jews.
In addition the Muslims have very similar laws as Jews in the following
areas: marriage divorce and annulment civil as well as criminal laws . They used all
:
these laws to govern all the vast territories that they conquered.

Over many centuries Muslims employed an army of Jewish scholars as advisers
and ~dministrators as well as accountants financiers and corporate chief executive
office~ to manage their empire. Even after Israel was created as a Jewish State many
Arab c6untries who banished their Jewish citizens retained the services of their Jewish
accountants financiers and corporate executive officers. Otherwise they would go kaput.
So much faith they had with their Jewish help.
The· presence of the Moslems called the Moors - in half of Spain before all Jews and
Moors were expelled by Ferdenand and Isabella in 1492 had a salutary
influence
in the entire Iberian Peninsula. The arts culture philosophy and
commerce
flourished among Christians Moors and Jews. When Ferdenand
married Isabella
and united two separate Christian provinces in Spain he promised Isabella that after their
marrauge he would drive out the heretical Moors and Jews. Ferdenand made good on
his promise on August 1492. when all the Moors and Jews were expelled after he won a
war against the armies of the Moors. A quarter ofa million Jews remaind who elected to
baptize.
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However their fate as Christians proved to be a catastrophe. Thousands of them
were falsely accused of Judai zing- of practicing Judaism secretly. Their
punis ment was swift. They were burned alive at the stake. Those individual who
accused them were rewarded with a percentage of their wealth. Hundreds of
thousands of Christian -including former soldiers who participated in the Crusades and
risked their lives for Christianity -the Templar Knights- that the inquisition
claimed
had adopted heretical positions were also burned at the stake.

If a
percentage of Jews were killed by pogroms
periodically ; 100% of Moranos whom the inquistion accused of
betrayal
of Christianity were burned at the stake,. The inquisition
followed the
Thousands of Jews
Moranos to the New world in Central and South America.
were executed on suspicion of practicing Jewi sh customs or laws. If life was very
hard as a Jew and Jews were treated worse than animals; then converting was suicide.
The suspected Moranos were burned at the stake, after torture.

The Nazis were the executioners for European Jews who abandoned all their
Judai sm thinking that in that way they would endear themselves to their non -Jewish
neighbors. Yes, they gained access to many fields closed to Jews. But because of their
momentous contributions in all fields of the physical and social sciences and
medicine Jews won many of the hi gh positions in those fields in Europe. They thereby
precipitated the envy and hatred of the rest of the gentile population. Hitler found a
fertile field in 1933 when he came to power by democratic election in Germany to
institute hi s program of making Europe and then the entire world if he wins the war Juden ~ein by killing the Jews . He had the blessings of Great Britain France and all the
other E uropeans, even though he was at war with them. A precedent existed that all
these countries at one time or another also made their countries Juden rein. The Church
also cooperated. They never saved all the Jews anyway. So what if6 million Jews are
killed. There still remained 12 million.
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That i~ the reason why Jews must remain in control of their destiny in Eretz Yisroel..
ISR!AEL.

~e

such tragedy stands out. The French anti Semites accused Dryfus a French
Jew'ith Officer falsely of betraying France and spying for Germany in the Franco Germa~ war of 1870 . They accused him handing over to Germany
secrets about
FrencH heavy guns. Dreyfus was tried and found guilty and
imprisoned. It took
dec~des to vindicate Dryfus and prove him innocent. There existed many such
inciddnts of blatant anti-Semitism. German anti-Semites
accused Jews of selling
GenJany defective munitions in that vey war against
France. Even Bismark the
Chanc~llor of Prussia who united the German States exploited Anti-Semitism for his
purposes.
i

add~tion

the Russian anti Semites in 1905 accused a Jew-Beilin - that he murdered a
In
child ib order to use his blood in Matzos for Passover. Beilen was found innocent after
the inrolvement of the diplomats of many countries Western European and the USA.
This was similar to another blood libel in Damascus Syria in 1845. In that case the
accused Jew also was found innocent when the Turkish Sultan intervened.
However, a Jew by the name of Frank in the South of the USA in 1915 who was
falsely accused of murdering a white girl after being having his guilty sentence
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comm~ited by the governor was lynched and hung by an Anti-Semitic mob. One of the

Anti-S . ites who incited the mob against Frank and published a newspaper was elected
to Con ess. So poisonous was anti- Semitism even in the USA. The Jews in the USA
organ zed themselves to combat Anti Semitism -The Bnai Brith The Anti-Defamation
League The Jewish Congress and the Jewish Committee. Jews from all ideological
reIigiOi leanings must unite as a band of brothers for our common survival
I

However, thank G-d Anti- Semitism has not been an existential threat in the USA as it
has btkn
in Europe and is present in Israel. There were many instances that Jews were
I
discriminated against in the admission to elite Universities. They were admitted in a
quotal Until the 1950's it was rare for Jews to get appointments in the department of
philosbphy and history in many universities. The reason was because of the fear on the
part bfthose Anti-Semites who funded the universities that the Jewish professors
might i~troduce an interpretation of philosophy and history that did not vindicate Aryan
suprerrkacy. Jewish contributions and the position of Jews were ignored or deleted in the
texts. iThe above discriminations were part of the reasons that Jews founded Brandies
univeEity and Yeshiva University. of the Rav Yitzchok Elchonen Seminarty as well as
Touro ollege. Both Yeshiva University and Touro College have mushroomed into
medi al and law schools. Toro College has opened branches not only in the USA but
also in Russia Israel and Germany.
f

Thbse incidents together with the pogroms in Russia were the turning point. Jews
organiied Zionist societies and even assimilated Jews realized that Jews had no future in
Euro~.e. Jews must flock to Eretz Yisroel- Israel-and establish an independent Jewish
homeland. All Jews united religious not religious agnostics and atheists to realize this
dreamj.In 1920 the victorious allies under the League of Nations - accepted the Balfour
Declar~tion and instructed Great Britain that was appointed as the supervising power to
estabhsh a Jewish homeland in Palestine. Even though the USA was not a member of
the League of Nations , President Wilson fully supported the plan of establishing a
Jewish Homeland in Eretz Yisroel.
I

How~ver,

Great Britain misused this appointment. Instead of establishing a Jewish
hobeland in the area later occupied by Jordan and Israel today, the British
established an Arab State - Jordan using over 80% of the allotted territory that was
supposed to be for a Jewish State. To add insult to
injury, the British did everything
in their power to prevent Jews from settling in Eretz
Yisroel. At first they limited
the number of Jews who were allowed to immigrate. Then the British in 1939 issued the
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White Paper stopping all
immigration of Jews. In that manner the British
sealed ~he fate of all European
Jews and prevented them from escaping death in
the crematoriums from Hitler.
I

However, Great Britain was at war with the Nazis .. Tens of millions of British a
AmeHcan and Russian and other allied soldiers and civilians were killed and
wourlded from 1939-1945. The Allies by focusing on the war effort rescued 6- 7
millionl Jews in the Americas; 3 million Jews in Russia; half a million in
Palestine
now Israel; another million and a half Jews in the Middle East; , 300,000 Jews in
Gr11at Britain., another 300,000-500000 in South Africa and Australia and New
Zealand from annihilation would the Nazis have won the war.
I
I

True the Allies did not save the Jews in Nazi Occupied Europe, but they did
save tile Jews all over the world. They prevented the Jews from reaching Palestine from
193911945 because they were at war with the Nazis and could not afford to have one
millio~ Arabs and one billion Moslems create an other front against the Allies and side
with th~ Nazis. These same issues and considerations dictated British policy
before
the B~lfour Declaration and after. Even the Balfour Declaration
explicitly stated
prejUdicing Arab
that ~ national home for the Jews was to be created without
rights.
I

I

THE British kept upper most British interests that favored the Arabs since the
Ara~s had one billion Moslems supporting them. Was such a policy against
Jewish iinterests? Of Course. Did such a policy contribute toward the murder of 6 million
Jews? Of course. But we must understand British thinking from 1900-2007.British and
Europdan
interests and Jewish interests have clashed violently during this period of time.
I
THE EUROPEANS DID NOT CONSIDER SAVING JEWISH LIVES AS A
PRIORITY. THE ANTI-SEMITISM THAT POISONED EUROPEANN MINDS WERE
INHERITED FROM GENERATION TO GENERATION. THE CHURCH IN MANY
CASESI FOMENTED THE HATRED WITH BLOOD LIBELS FOUND IN THE NEW
TESrrAMENT AND THE WRITINGS OF THE EARLY AND LATER CHURCH
FATFIERS. There always existed a dichotomy in the attitude of the Church regarding
Jews. On the one hand they were under the order Of Paul not to kill Jews, but at the
same time to hold all JEWS IN CONTEMPT BECAUSE 2000 YEARS AGO THE New
TESTAMENT ACCOUNTS HOLDS THE Jews responsible for the crucifixion.
Therfore a curse exists on all Jews. Plus the fact that Jews do not accept Jesus
I
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WHY DO THE THE VERY ENLIGHTENED MINDS OF CHRISTIANS OVER
CENTURIES NOT HOLD ALL OTHER HUMANS IN CONTEMPT AND
TRE~~ THEM·AS JEWS ARE TREATED? SINCE ONE BILLION MOSLEMS AND
01% BILLION HINDUS AND ONE BILLION BUDDHISTS ALSO DO NOT
ACCEPT CHRIST.

THE
I

Could it be that the Jews were easy targets and defenseless?
Would the Christians have treated the other people who do not accept Christianity
the ray they treat the Jews Christian blood would have flown in all the streets
where Christians are a minority.
I

I

Orice the State of Israel came into existence a different attitude surfaced toward Jews
Semites. The
in the dntire world. Now the State of Israel became the target of Anti
hatre1 was shifted to a larger target. The State ofIsrael was perceived as the shield and
refuge' for the Jewish people against Anti-Semitism. The State of Israel emancipated the
Jews from their status as a sub human who could be killed and certainly enslaved. The
State Israel emancipated the Jew and elevated himlher to the status of a human even
if he/she does not live in Israel. This status the Anti-Semites do not want to accept.
Thus Ithe war against the State of Israel is an other attempt to drag the Jew back to his
fomler status of a sub human. The war against Israel in all the spheres - diplomatic
~c9nomic propaganda and on the battle field. It is a crusade to extinguish Jewish
existFnce that has been raging since 325 ACE. The Torah's prescription is crystal
clear. ~abo lehorgecho hashkem vehorgo .One who comes to kill you pre-empt and kill
him.
However Israel's policy must be more sophisticated. We must use a
I
diplomatic means and revert to our power when all means have failed. The
crerivity of world Jews must be employed to safe guard Israel.

or

I~ Jews

are to succeed and Israel is to remain a Jewish State we can not write of all
our antagonists as Anti- Semites. This applies to the Europeans as well as our Arab
neighbors. We must understand what motivates them and devise a strategy to realize our
intet"ests having all options on the table - preferably political economic and also not
removing the military option from the table.
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Thb British during the entire time frame since Jews returned to Great Britain in
the 16008I and especially in the 19th century to today have treated their Jewish subjects
with the same rights and dignity as any other denomination. Jews have enjoyed the
same drivileges as any other citizens. Jews have ben elected to the highest offices of
the lan~. The same goes for France post Nazi Germany and the rest of Europe. Even
thoukh anti -Semitism does exist in Europe today, but the official policy of all the
Europeans is equality for Jews. I wished I could say the same the way they relate
toward the State if Israel. But the State of Israel brings up the clash with their national
interest regarding the one billion Moslems and 100 million Arabs and their interests in
the Arab world ..

i

Jews are thankful to the Europeans for all their friendship and rights the
British and other Europeans have bestowed on their Jewish citizens. We are grateful
for al~ the help- diplomatic political economic and financial Europeans have given to
Israel,1 even though they tend to favor the Arabs most of the time. Jews recognize the
monumental sacrifices of all the Europeans especially during all the wars they fought the first and second World Wars.. Millions of Jews served in the armed forces of the
allies in ~ll the wars. My own father served in the Polish army during the first world war.

Afterithe holocaust in 1947 the United Nations by a miracle declared their support for
established Israel
two States an Arab and Jewish State.. The Jews accepted and
the Arabs refused and launched a war to destroy the nascent
Jewish State. The rest
is history.

However the cause of anti -Semitism is hatred of Jews and non Jews who are
different that turns to mass murder.

We can not control the hatred of anyone
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i

However if Jews are empowered with a country and army of their own then
they cJn retaliate massively against our enemies. Those who hate us will then think
a million times before murdering us because they will receive in return 1000
I times. Jewish blood is not cheap.

For 2000 years we were at the mercy of many nations and the Christian Church to
protectlus. We appreciate what they did. However when push came to shove during
the holocaust no one wanted to help Jews with the
exception of a few
brave souls.

owever by a miracle Hitler did not develop the atomic bomb first and win
the wJr, Then all the Jews would have been killed all over the world. Never again
are Je~s permitted to place their destiny in the hands of anyone else than G-d and
Jews. i Jews must be in control of protecting themselves. Having a country of our
own Israel enables us to control our destiny and not be at the mercy of anyone else
and ourselves.
than G~
:
I
I

Ev~n Ferdenand and Isabella the monarchs of Spain in 1492 when they forced all
the Jeivs to either convert to Christianity or leave Spain spared the Abarbanell family
who ,*ere the financiers and chief corporate officers of Spain. They would have been
able to practice Judaism and remain in Spain. Abarbanell declined the dispensation and
also left with all the other Jews
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llte Muslim Sultans employed regularly Jewish physicians. The Catholic clergy
and the popes also used Jewish physicians. Many Christian kings employed Jewish
I
accountants and financiers whom they trusted.

j

When the Muslims swept through North Africa and half of Spain the Christians
ide tified the Muslims as Jews since the Muslim were so similar. The Christians
feafed that the Muslims would avenge the injustices meted out to the Jews by the
Chrisfians. The similar behavior of Muslims and Jews goes a long way to explain why
Jew~ were welcome in Moslem countries in most periods of history. Muslims trusted
Jews to whom they were related as distant cousins. Biologically they all were Semites
and ~ll shared a common background- all were children of Abraham. The Muslims
being the offspring of Ismael and the Jews being the offspring of
Isaac both sons
of Abraham having two different mothers.
I

It is of great interest to note that Muslims never required Jews or anyone
else serve as witnesses of the truth of their religion as Christians required Jews. Muslims
never accused Jews as killing their religious leaders.
i
i

Sinc~ Muslims were divorced

from Christianity they likewise were not influenced
and did not adopt their tactics nor their strategy of using the subdued nations a s
witnesses and did not need to have a curse upon the conquered
nations.
Mu~ims through out most of their history were very tolerant of different creeds and
religiorts especially Judaism and Christianity.

Toslems claim that the entire religion of Islam and all its laws rituals marriage
divorcf civil laws criminal laws were all revealed to Mohammad by G-d or by angels.
Judaism respects their claim We respect the 1400 year old traditions of Islam . We
I
respect the one billion Muslims in the world ..
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i

It is because of the wonderful history of tolerance and mutual respect of
Musli~s and Jews for the last 2400 years -before Mohammad and after his coming tha~I honestly believe that a genuine peace can be achieved between Arabs and
Jew~ today in Israel
I leave it up to the people living in Israel to weigh all the
options and consequences and proceed to attain peace between the Arabs and the
Jews.
I

No matter how humiliating the misfortunes suffered by the Romans who
were now Christians, the Church succeeded to convince their believers of the truth
of Ch~istianity and the Pauline doctrine that the Jews were witnesses to the truth of
Chris~anity The words of the clergy prevailed and held the loyalty of the masses to
the Ohurch. This doctrine at once injected contempt for the Jew gave a licence to
abuse and discriminate against the Jew ; and at the same breath protected the Jew
from extinction. Yes, there were pogroms fomented many times by officials of the
churc ; but Jews as a whole as a people survived. The percentages of the survivors
varie ; but the people as a whole the species of Jews did not become extinct thanks
to thet~mbivalent nature of Paul's formula as explained in the earlier paragraphs.
T e Jews did not have an alternative. Those who did emigrated to Muslim
count ies or else went to Christian countries who behaved more humanely toward
Jews.
!

I

Jat is the saga ofthe Jew for 2000 years until the holocaust and the renaissance
of the lTew in the reborn state of the Jew Israel. The Christian Church played a major
role i~ the saga of the survival of the Jew. With all the short comings as we have
enu~erated Jews must be thankful to the Church for
those Jews who did
surviJe. Would the Church never have existed it is
conceivable that in this
anti ~emitic world there would not remain any Jews in countries controlled by
Christians.

Paul established the foundation for the Christian Church regarding the
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defenstless Jews. He termed his edict the will of G-d known only to G-d . This was
part f the mysteries of G-d. No Jew was to be killed. Only at the end of time the
Jews would accept Jesus-according to Paul. G-D HIMSELF WILL DEAL WITH
THE ~EW. NO MAN HAS THE RIGHT TO TOUCH OR HARM A JEW. THAT
IS THJE WILL OF G-D. Once a promise is made by G-d to Abraham that the Jews
are to Iremain to eternity G-d does not revoke his promise. See The Anguish of the
Jews ~y Edward H. Flannery [-a Catholic priest] citing the Epistles to the Romans
\
9:11
and Romans 11;28-29. Page 27.
i

See also Faith and Fratricide the theological Roots of Anti- Semitism by Rosemary
Ruether pages 106-107 for the same.
The survival of the Jew, albeit, even if treated worse than animals, nevertheless a
per~ntage survived is to be credited to the Church, who followed the orders of
Paul.
I

~aul

was a saint and a genius. He convinced Christians for 2000 years to save
Jewish lives. Regardless of our cardinal areas of differences; but he is the one man
WhO;.ets all the credit, in addition, to the thousands of other church fathers and
offic· Is in the church who heeded his orders. Even in the holocaust thousands of
Cath Iics put their lives in danger to save Jews. Pope Pius quietly gave orders to
his priests to save Jews. The man who was to become Pope John in Poland saved
Jews.
1

The Jntempt for the Jew came to an end with the creation and the continuation of
thimiraculous rebirth and renaissance of the Jew in the State of Israel. The
Cath lic Church in 1965 found the creativity to reconcile the anti Semitism and
blood ,ibel against the Jew and abolish the 2000 year old blood libel that all Jews
to eternity are guilty for deicide -for Jesus' crucifixion. The church reconciled
itself to the reality of a Jewish State. The Vatican has an ambassador in Israel.
Israel has an embassador at the
Vatican. Likewise many Protestants
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theologians have adopted the thesis of Dual Covenants by G-d-one for ISRAEL
THAT IS FULFILLED BY JEWS OBSERVING THE Torah; and one for
Gen~les in their belief and acceptance of Jesus. This platform is very close to the
Jewi~h concept that all Gentiles have a Covenant from the time of Noah . A gentile
who observes the Seven Nohadite LAWS OF HUMANITY-EACH NATION'S
OW~ CIVIL AND CRIMINAL LAWS even though his concept of One G-d is not
pure monotheism -he believes that G-d has a partner or many partners - such a
man rt.erits heaven and is perfect. THE Jewish Concept leaves space for all other
r~ligions who believe in One G-d but G-d has one or more partners in the
Godh~ad. who together manage the universe. How G-d can be together with one or
more partners is part of the mystery of G-d that each religion interprets. Thus the
Zordastrians, Hindus and Buddhist are also included. SEE Ramo Orech Chaim
156:1.
I

I

The First amendment to the USA Constitution is the instrument
that iJsures freedom of religion. The civil government must adopt a neutral position
divo~cing church temple mosque and synagogue from state. Otherwise the world
wll ~ease to exist. IF THE PEOPLE WHO ESPOUSE ONE RELIGION WILL
TRY ITO FORCE OTHERS TO EMBRACE THEIR CONCEPT OF G-D under
one [Universal religion at the edge of the atom bomb, no man will survive. Now
Christians Moslems Hindus Buddhist and Jews -all possess the atom bomb. Now
no ~ne religion can claim numerical superiority. The atom bomb is the great
equalizer of all numbers.
I

I

No longer is the Jew and Judaism the whipping boy and scapegoat. That
is why if the Arabs and Palestinians refuse to recognize a Jewish Israel then Israel
will revert to the existing default situation and the Palestinians will never have an
independent Palestinian state. If they kill Jews - Israel should throw out all the
Pales1nians . Israel should not hesitate to use all its power including atomic power
to ens~re its existence. Hakom legorgecho hashkem vehorgo. If anyone comes to kill
you ~reempt and destroy him. This applies to one person or a million or a billion
peopl~ THOSE INDIVIDUALS WHO BLESS THE JEWS WILL BE BLESSED.
THIS is THE BLESSING OF G-D. This is the will of G-d to protect the Jew's life
from assault and murder. It is not only permitted but it is mandatory to kill one, a
thousand, a million, or a billion of your enemies.
I
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The time that Jewish blood could be spilled with impunity is dead.

Billions of Mos lems Budhists Hindus ancient Romans and Greeks all have their own
beli ef in the Diety that is different than the Trinitarian creed.

IF G-D would really mandate under punishm ent of death in thi s world and eterna l
danmati on that all men accept Jesus -a Jew - as his partner and sharing the godhead
wou ldn 't He have exp licitly revealed the same daily to all of mankind? Nothing is
beyond the abi li ty ofG-d.

Not a word of this doctrine is exp li citly spelled out in th e ten
commandments heard by millions of Jews and non Jews at Mount Sinai. The family of
Jesus did not accept thi s doctrine. Neither did the Jewi sh Christians. Neither do the one
b illi on Mos lems nor the one billion Buddhist nor the one billion Hindus.

IN order that there not be a war of civilizations and religions -mankind
must adopt the American vision of the first amendment of the bill of rights
guaranteeing freedom of religion. It is not our job to be G-D'S policemen and
pontificate what is G-d. All the pontificating for a trillion years on th e part of
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mankind will not create one dent on the
true natnre of G-d.

Let mankind become more humble and focus on G-d's creations. Let us
leave man to be happy with his own vision of what is G-d and what G-d wants from
him. As long as the state takes a neutral position on religion -the state is divorced
from the church mosque and synagogue then mankind will remain to eternity.
Such a vision is the Jewish Torah vision and Messianic vision as I
discuss in
th is paper .
. According to Judaism any Christian accepting the Trinitarian concept does
meri t salvation -eternal life providing he also observes all the humanita rian lawsSeven Nohadite laws.
f-ccording to Judaism every nation has a right to establish their own codes of civil
and Criminal laws that will govern the relations of their citizens. Jews must be governed
by the Written Law given by G-d to Moses at Sinai 3400 years ago in front of millions
of Jews and Non Jews. The written Law appears in the Jewish Bible -the five books of
Moses the Pentateuch. The Written Law is interpreted by the Oral Law that was written
on manuscripts from the time that the Jews
wandered in the desert 40 years and
edited and reduced to the books of the
passed on to their descendants until it was
Talmud the Mishne 200 years before the
common era and the Gemorah 400 years
after the common era. All new questions for the past 2000 years are resolved in responsa
Talmud. The summary of the Talmud in the
based on the precedents in the
commentaries on the Talmud of the Goinim 400 - 1000 AD and Ri shonim 1000 -1400
AD . Codes of Law also
exist .the Riff the Rambam and the Shulchan Aruch. Over the last 2000 years
millions of these books have been written.

A non Jew who observes the Seen Nohadite laws even if interpreted by his own
group merits heaven salvation and eternal life. THAT MEANS THAT ALL Chri stians
and Moslems who observe their religion - but do not force others to
adopt their
religion- will all go to heaven. G-d has made a Covenant with Noah and all his
SONS AND
descendants to eternity .. THEY ARE CHOSEN AND ARE THE
DAUGHTRS OF G-d together with the Jews who must observe all the other rituals as
recorded in the Written and Oral Laws in order to reach
perfection and go to
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heaven.
The souls of non Jews never required the observance of the Jewish rituals in
order to reach perfection and go to heaven. That is why Jews do not convert non Jews
to become Jews.
Non Jews already have a Covenant with
G-d. They are perfect human beings if they observe the Seven Nohadite Mitzvos Com mandments.

That is why Jews are not missionaries other than inspire mankind -by example by
deeds and not by word alone- to be humane. That is the reason G-d has dispersed
Israel through out the world. See Talmud Pesochim . Such is G-d's decree since He
created the world.

Consequently, it was easier for Paul and all the other disciples to convert the heathens
. Non Jews are not require to observe the Jewish rituals in the Torah. Non Jews,
also, are not mandated to believe in a strict monotheism as are Jews. They all go
to hea ven anyway.
See Ramo on Shulchan A.-uch Orech Chaim 156;1

Thus all Christi ans according to Judaism wi II go to heaven -providing they also
observe all the other Seven Nohadite Mitzvohs -Principles of humane laws.-the civil
and criminal laws of each country . They observe the laws of their society and are good
citizens.

J udaism considers Islam and Christianity as monotheistic religious who have
succeeded in banishing paganism from the world. That is the wonderful
accomplishment of Christianity and Islam. Rambam end of Laws of Melochim
11: 1 -Yemenite edition laws of the coming of the Messiah.
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The Jewish Concept according to Maimonides is that The Messiah will establish
an Independent Jewish State in Israel. All the Jews will be in gathered from all the
world. He will rebuild the third Temple on the Temple Mount.
Universal
peace will reign.

According to Maimonides no man knows how these events will play out nor
the order that they will take until they actually happen

NON Jews will not convert; but will retain their own religion as t hey have
practiced all these thousands of years. ALL OF THEM WILL OBSERVE THE
SEVEN MITZVOHS - Principles of humanity.

G-d is quite happy with the status quo.

See Rambam Melochim 8: 10;11. Such individuals merit Heaven Salvation
and are deemed perfect today, there will be no difference when the Messiah comes.
Only there will be no wars. All Jews will be gathered from all parts of th e world.
There will be an independent Jewish State and the Third temple will be built on the
T emple Mount in Jerusalem the undivided capital of present day Israel.

That will be the Messianic era.

No
revolutionary changes will exist, otherwise . See Ramba m
Melochim 11: 1,,3,4. Therefore , it is safe to assume that all men will practice
thei r own faith as they have done the past thousands of years. All hu ma ns will
however observe the Seven Mitzvohs of Humanity. That is the meani ng that a
sheep will dwell in peace with a lion and will not fear that he will be killed.
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Thus there is no room according to Judaism for any conflicts that have their
roots in religious differences. ALL PEOPLE IN THE MESSIANIC ERA WILL
ENJOY THE SAME FREEDOM AS GRANTED IN THE FIRST
AMENDMENT TO THE USA BILL OF RIGHTS IN THE CONSTITUTION.
POSSIBLY THE GENTILE FOREFATHERS USHERED IN THE
MES~IANIC ERA. They possibly were the first step in G-d's MASTER PLAN
for the coming of the Messiah. They thus serve in a similar role as the Persian emperor
-Cyrus- son of Queen Esther and Ahchasverut cited in the Biblical book of Ezra as the
M~siah because he gave permission to 42,00 Jews together with Ezra and
Neqhemia to return to Israel and rebuild the second Temple 70 years after the
Nebuchadnetzer emperor of Babylonia.
destruction of the first Temple by
I

I

Cyrus is cited by Will Durant in his monumental works The History of
Civilization in the Oriental Heritage on the Chapter about Persia chapter 13 pages 352353 I~ one of the most generous of conquerors. He instituted freedom of religion and
gave his subjects the freedom to practice their faith with out State interference. He also
contributed to the building of houses of worship for his subjects. I can speculate that
sinc9 according to Jewish tradition his mother was Queen Esther from the Purim story
recorded in the Biblical Book of Esther, Cyrus was according to Jewish tradition and
La~ a Jew. This is so, since one's religious affiliation follows the mother. Since
Esther was Jewish, Cyrus was also Jewish. I do not know what faith Cyrus practiced.
Hdwever he had a Jewish mother and an uncle like Mordecai who was the prime
minister in Persia. Even ifhe did not practice the Jewish faith he was greatly influenced
by tewish ideas. He therefore practiced tolerance and granted his subjects religious

I

freedom -Jewish ideas.

Only the people living in Israel can make a decision what to do to ensure their future
as a Jewish state. We can only give them moral financial and political
support and
repel the propaganda of the anti Semites who who may even be Jewish professors or
other self hating Jews or Neturei Karte who seek the destruction of Israel as a Jewish
state
I
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Israel will survive to eternity. Tosphos Zevochim explicitly states that there will not
be a third Churbon -destruction and exie of Jews from Israel. Am yisroel chai leolom.
Israel will survive to eternity.

Jews from Palestine now Israel in 1944 negotiated with Eichman the Nazi empowered by
Hitl~ to execute European Jews -to save a million Jews, Eichman agreed provided the
Allies would supply him with 10,000 trucks with coffee for the German army
I The dictator of Spain Francisco Franco agreed to permit all one million saved
Jews to remain in Spain for the duration of the war. Franco claimed his fore parents
were IMorano Jews who agreed to be baptized and were permitted to remain in Spain in
'
1492. following the expulsion of all the Jews. His good intentions were stymied by two
Anglo Saxons Roosevelt and Churchill ..

»irohito the emperor of Japan in 1940 arranged with Russia for 50,000 Jews to
tratel through Russia in order to reach Shanghai, China that Japan controlled. The
50,000 Jews were thus saved from the Nazis. Thanks to him many of the students of the
Mirl Yeshiva in Lithuania were saved. Hirohito also believed that his ancestors 2700
years ~o were Jews- one of the 10 lost tribes exiled by the Assyriam king -Nebuzareden.
His anfestors over many years traveled through Asia and finally came to Japan. Some of
the Jews succeeded to become emperor. The Japanese royal house practice to this day
some Jewish rituals.

I

Jnterestingly, many Jews who baptized and remained in Spain joined the military
and the church. Many rose to very high positions in both the militay and the church.
Two Jews became Pope.
I

Hotever Jewish competence precipitated the fear among Spaniards of the competition
offered by the baptized Jews. They passed legislation that only Spanierds who possessed
pure Sbanish -Christian blood for 5 or 10 generations could compete for high positions in
the ardty clergy or marry into influential families. The Spanish discriminatory laws were
the fore runners and prcedent for Hitler's Nurenberg Laws.
I

The liberal climate and emancipation of the Jews in the 19th Century in Europe
following the Napoleans successes in Europe enabled Jews to enter all fields previouly
closed to them. The competition and competence of the Jews in all fields precipitated the
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anti Semism in France Germany and Great Britain. When Hitler came to power in 1933
he fpund a ready and willing Europe to embrace his anti Semitic final solution for the
Jjws. First in Germany Jews were boycotted and not permitted to engage in the
professions attend public school their wealth was confiscated. [ This reminds one of the
threJtened boycott in 2007 against Israeli acedemics by British University Professors
unless the Israeli intellectuals agree to adopt the British vision of destroying Israel and
force ~eir govenment to do the same.] Pogroms were initiated. These measures proved
to be a blessing in disguise. Most of Germany's Jews left between 1933-1939 and thus
savfd their lives. When Hitler launched his attack on Poland September 01 1939 he
swep~ through Poland. He then turned his furor and vanquisde France Belgium and was
prepared to conquer Great Britain.
I

J1\gain it was an act of Providence that he turned his sights on Russia, not learning
fr0rf Napoleon who also was buried in the vastness of Russia. Germany lost the war
because of Hitler's unsatiable appetite and the German charachter of blindly following
the orders of the Fuhrer.
I

i

H?wever while his reign of terror existed, the Europeans welcomed all his plans for
the final solution for the Jews. -the murder of all the Jews. Prior to their murder all their
property was confiscated. Even though the allies were engaged in a bitter war for survival
they ~ll were on the same page with the Nazis regarding the destruction of the Jews and
JudaisF' Pope Pius did not raise his voice and threaten the German Polish, Hungaian,
SlovaK and Ukranian Catholics -all allies of the German's with excommunication if they
persi~t in the murder of Jews. Even as late as 1944 and 1945 when the Germans had
lost the war , the Pope's voice was silent.
I

ole can wonder where was all the Christian charity and mercy from the Prince of
the Chhrch for the real victims- the Jews from 1940-1945 ? Pope John and the Vatican in
1965 ~bsolved the Jews from the libel ofDeicide. Why could not Pope Pius have done
the same during 1940-1945 and thereby save millions of Jews?
I

O~e must however understand the fear of Pope Pius that an open attack on the
Nazir would endanger all cburcb officials. Quietly tbe Pope gave orders to save
Jews However it was not enough. He could have saved many more thousands if
i
not millions.
1

I

WHERE WAS THE Red Cross? They did not bother to aid the starving Jews in Nazi
occupied Europe. NOR DID THE ALLIES DROP ANY FOOD FOR THE STARVING
JEWS. NOR DID THEY BOMB THE GAS CHAMBERS NOR THE RAIL LINES
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CONNECTING THE CONCENTRATION CAMPS TO ALL THE CITIES IN EUROPE
. WOULD THEY HAVE BOMBED THE RAIL LINES MILLIONS OF JEWS WO ULD
HA VE BEEN SA YEO. NEITHE R DID TI-IEY THREATEN TO HANG THE NAZIS
ONCE THE ALLIES WIN THE WAR FOR THEIR CRIMES.
THE VATICAN IS GUILTY FOR THEIR SILENCE AND NOT DOING ALL
TH AT THEY COULD HAVE DONE. THEY ABANDONED THE 2000 YEAR
CHRISTIAN TRADITION OF SA VING JEWISH LIVES AT THE ORDERS OF
ST. PAUL .THEIR GUILT IS IN NOT ACTING AS THE CHURCH ACTED
FOR 2000 YEARS. THEY STAINED IRREPARABLY THE REPUTATION OF
CHRISTIANITY.

When one looks closely at the billions of dollars pounds and euros the Europeans spent
over the last 60 years to keep the Palestinian refugees in the same status as refugees and
subsidize their poisonous indoctrination of hate and murder of all Jews one can wonder if
there is not a continuation of th e European pattern of using proxies to murd er Jews. The
Nazis are gone so the Palestinians take their place.

It must be recorded for eternity that thousands of non Jews -Chasidei umos
hoo lem -the righteous among the nations risked their lives and the lives of their
family to save Jews. Many non Jews were killed by the Nazis or Soviets. This
happened to Wallensberg -the Swedish diplomat who saved thousands of Jews in
Hinga ry. His fate at the hands of the Soviets remains a mystery even tod ay 60 years
after the World War Two.

Paul understood the Romans and all anti Semites. His genius was to devise
the doctrines for the church that he promulgated that in effect saved th e lives of
Jews for 1700 years. Even though the Church came into power following the
decision of Constantine in 325 long after the death of Paul; the foundations
established by Paul served to preserve many Jewish lives for 1700 years until the
holoca us t. The Jews as a people survived in Christian contl"OlIed countries thanks to
PAUL AND THE CHURCH FOR THE LAST 1700 YEARS.
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Jews are revered when dead. Memorials are built for their memory. Laws are
passe against deniers of the Holocaust. It is a crime punishable in Austria and Germany
by five years imprisonment. However again it is a mitzvah to kill living Jews The
European Union donated 50 million euros to assist a Polish cleric to spread his anti
Semitic poison on his network of radio shows. The European Union have and is
qontinuing to donate billion of dollars pounds and now euros to keep alive the
Palestinian refugees .. For the last 60 years the Europeans have competed among
thetrlselves for the fat oil and munition contracts to sell arms to the Arabs in their wars
agains~ Israel. They have supported the Arabs politically as well as economically.

t

Before Israel existed the Europeans were leading the world as the greatest
oppr~ssors of the Arabs and Africans. Millions of Africans Arabs and Asians were
killed and maimed in order to realize the European dream of the sun never sets on
Eurbpean imperialism and colonianism. Two world wars caused over 200 millon
killed ron Jews, in addition to the 6 million killed by the Nazis and the silence of the
E~ropeans. The casualties were all Christians. Over 2000 years most of the
casualties and victims were Christians killed by other Christians. Even the
Muslims essentially believe in Jesus. Not as the son of G-D , but as a prophet. This
fact .Jvas used as an excuse to kill them and wrest Palestine from them. Thousands
and Ipossibly millions died in the crusade wars over hundreds of years. Then the
Ohristians killed each other over the conflicting interpretations of the New
Testarent that were initiated by Martin Luthern and his followers that resulted
in t~ 30 year wars. Prior and later than Martin Luther's schism occurred the
schism of the Anglican Church of England, the Greek and Russian Orthodox
Churches from the Catholic Roman Church in Rome.
I

I

I

I

I

I

World History is full of pages of murder robbery rapes and inquisitions all in the

na~e of G-d. Six million Indians were massacred by the Europeans as the new

world North and South AMERICAS WERE DIVIDED UP AMONG THE
EUROPEANS BY THE COMPROMISE AND BLESSING OF THE POPES.
G~OCIDE OF THE NATIVE AMRICANS OR AUSTRALIANS OR NEW
ZEALAND WHO REFUSED TO ACCEPT CHRISTIANITY WAS
SANCTIONED BY ALL THE EUROPEAN LEADERS.
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THERE DOES NOT EXIST ONE COUNTRY IN THE WORLD WHOSE
BORDERS WERE NOT ACQUIRED BY WAR. However Israel and t he Jews are
not permitted to keep any territory they won in six wars that were waged by the
Arabs or their proxies Hizbulla and Hamas. Today Syria and Ira n are
the argest existentialist threat to ISI"ael. Again the Europeans are dragging their
feet even though if Iran acquires the atom bomb and missiles from Nort h Korea or
Russia they will put every European and possibly American city within range of
destruction.

The hatred however still burns in the hearts of Anti Semites wh o fraudul ent ly exploit
their professional stature as professors or phys ician or union officials in the workforce to
use their influence to destroy the State of Israel and the Jews living there. They do not
use the excuse of th e Jews being Christ killers , but their excuse now is the injustices
perpetrated on the Palesti nians.
The di sgui ses of anti Semitism has been ongoing. One can use Darwin ' s theory of
evo lution to exp lain how the face of blatant bi gotry has changed and adapted throughout
the generations. As the Jew rec ites on Passover eve at the reading of the Aggadah . In
every generation anti Semites have conspired to kill Jews and later non Jews who are
di fferent. The hatred of the JEW IS SO OVE R WHELMING AND POWERFUL that
the acedemics of Great Britain have prostituted their integrity and professional
reputat ion to advocate a boycott of Israe li educators. It took the collective efforts of the
united worldwide Jew ish commuty to enlist hundreds of college presidents and
recepi ents of the nobel pri ze to publicize their outrage at thi s attempt to hijack reason and
decency. As at September 30, 2007 the British acedemics announced that they were
advised that their call for a boycott is unlawful. ONLY AFTER THE PUBLICIZING
IN THE INTERNATIONAL PRESS THEIR BIGOTRY DID THEY REALIZE THAT
THEY COULD NOT GET AWAY WITH THEIR ATTEMPTED
CRUC IFIXION OF THE J EW AND THE STATE OF ISRAEL.

THE WORLD 60 YEARS AGO WAS SILENT AS 6 MILLION JEWS WERE
KJLLED AND OVER 150 MILLION NON JEWS DIED DURING THE SECOND
WORLD WAR AND THE COMMUNIST REVOLUTIONS IN RUSSIA AND CHINA
AND THE CONTINUOUS WARS INCL UDING THE ARAB WARS TO DESTROY
ISRAEL AND ALL ITS JEWS.

THE JEW AND THE DECENT NON JEW [S NO LONGER SIL ENT
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TODA Y. THE JEW NOW POSSESS ISRAEL AND THE ABILIT Y TO
RETALIATE.

VIGILANCE ON THE PART OF THE JEW AND DECENT NON JEW
IS CRITICAL IN ORDER TO REMAIN ALIVE. IT IS OUR SO CALLED
FRIENDS IN THE DEMOCRACIES -THE VENOM OF JEW HATRED
BURNS STRONG EVEN AFTER THE HOLOCAUST.

Hitler had in his libraries over 300,000 anti -Semitic volumes
containing all the forgeries lies distortions about Jews and Judaism penned
over the last 1700 years since Emperor Constantine elected the Trinitarian
creed of Christianity to become the State religion of Rome. Hitler when
rebuked by a Christian delegation why he was killing Jews replied that he
was only putting into operation what the Church preached for 1700 years.
Thus the hate that the church was fomenting for 1700 years bore fruit in the
European Anti -Semitism that became racial rather than Theological
following the
Renaissance in the 1600's and 1700's. There existed many
being one of
anti-Semitic
philosophers in the renaissance -Voltaire
them. Nietzsche Chamberlain and Rosenberg being the philosophers of the
Nazi party However it was not these philosophers whose venom corrupted
European thinking ; but rather the continuous reinforcement of hate in the
novels passion plays and
legislation of Europe for 1700 years that
cl early made it normal and the thing to do to hate and even kill the Jew .
The Europeans created a fictitious-stereo type- Jew who was the embodiment
of the devil -not a human. It became a sacrament - a mitzvoh to hate and
even kill this fictitious Jew that was projected to every Jew.

The Europeans in the 1800's required that Jews abandon their Judaism in
order to be accepted into the normal mainstream of society. Many Jews did ..
This argument was merely an excuse because once the Jew abandoned his
rituals and assimilated and became a formidable competitor the hatred
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toward the Jew geometrically multiplied. The hatred fostered by the Church
for 13 00-1400 years from 325- to 1600 or 1700 bore bitter fruit. The gentile
after the renaissance discarded the fear of hell once he denied the
New Testament ;but he retained the scorn and hatred for the Jew. This
hatred passed on from generation to generation assumed a life all to itself
apart from the theological component that Jews are punished because they
crucified Christ and do not believe in him. The renaissance and post
renaissance gentile did or did not believe in Jesus himself ;but still hated the
Jew. The hatred had become a cancerous growth a venom that was the
foundation for the Holocaust. The foundation and roots of the holocaust can
be traced to the year 325 ACE when
Constantine crowned and helped
shape the theology of the Church. Hitler took the role of G-d who would deal
Himself with the Jews at the end of time
according to Paul 's theology.
No man other than G-d is permitted to kill
Jews. Hitler assumed the
role of G-d. that was his reply to the Church
delegation that he -Hitler
was doing G-d's job of killing the Jews. Thus the teachings of the Church
bore fruit in the murder \of six million Jews. He even killed Jews who
convelted. The hatred for the Jew became racial.
This
cancerous growth infected and still infects a large segment of European
society today 60 years following the holocaust.
It is to the credit of the Catholic Church that in 1965 the Catholic Church
absolved the Jews from the Libel of Decide that all Jews are respons ible for
the Crucifixion of Jesus. They also purged anti Semitic passages from their
liturgy and reinterpreted the New Testament in their sermons and classes to
purge the Anti-Semitic passages.. Many Protestants did the same. Many
developed the dual Covenant and Election of G-d . Both Christians and Jews
are Chosen and both have Covenants from G-d. We already elaborated
regarding this matter previously. Similarly the Civil Governments have
passed strict civil and criminal laws outlawing all racial assaults such as
anti-Semitism and prejudice aga inst Jews. IT IS NOW POSSIBLE TO
BANKRUPT AN Anti -SEMITE AND IN THAT WAY DESTROY THIS
POISON. THIS IS THE STRATEGY FOLLOWED IN THE USA TO
UPROOT HOMEGROWN ANTI-SEMITES. IT MUST BE ADOPTED
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WORLDWIDE. It is our hope that these measured will change the mind set
of the general population.

I suggest that all interested readers read all the volumes of Will Durant's The
Story of Civilization and Salo Baron's A Social and Religious History of the
Jews. The readers will then have all the substantiation necessary for my
thes is that hatred and murder of the Jew =hatred and murder of the non Jew.
That was true with the Nazis assault to enslave and murder all civilized
countries after annihilating the Jews. This happened half a century ago 19391944.
This was true for the last 1700 years when abuse and murder of Jews was
accompanied by abuse hatred and murder of hundreds of million of non
Jews. For me to list all the cases would be an intrusion into the tasks of
historians and repetition of agreed historical facts that historians have spent
all their lives writing and proving. It would be inventing the wheel again.
However I am writing for the benefit of those individuals -many of them may
not be Jewish. One must realize that those individuals who hate and murder
Jews today will hate and murder none Jews tomorrow. The Jew hater is
testing the waters if he can get away with the crime of Jew hating. Then he
will target another minority who is non Jewish. He will not rest until he has
destroyed everyone other than his group. In this respect his behavior is no
different than the wild beasts in the animal kingdom who behave in the same
manner.

G-d grants every human when they are born with a soul. Man or
woman can elect to abandon his soul and behave like an animal. All men are
chosen by G-d not only Jews. All men are given free will to abandon their
soul and behave like the wild beasts. That is why there have been hundreds
of millions of non Jews- humans -killed by the same animals who kill Jews
over the last 1700 years. Go my son and daughter -read history and you will
see that my thesis is accurate.
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